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4.1 SUMMARY

The radiolabelled amino acid analogue L-3-[ I]-Iodo-alpha-methyl-tyrosine125

(IMT) is under evaluation in brain tumours, where it reflects amino acid
transport activity, but is also taken up in many other tumor types. This study
investigated the uptake mechanism of IMT in tumour cells not derived from
brain tumors, in comparison with the native amino acid C-tyrosine (TYR) from14

which IMT is derived. 
Human GLC4 small-cell lung cancer cells in log-phase were incubated

with IMT and TYR. Tracer uptake was determined in various buffers,
incubation periods, concentrations of specific amino acid transport blockers,
pH and temperature. 

IMT uptake was very fast, reaching a plateau within 5 min, while TYR kept
on accumulating for > 60 min. Based on steady state experiments, > 90% of
IMT uptake could be attributed to amino acid transport activity. The L transport
system was the most important, both for IMT and TYR. 

IMT uptake into GLC4 tumor cells is almost completely the result of amino
acid transport activity (especially the L system) and is very similar to TYR
uptake. Therefore, also outside the brain, IMT is a metabolic tracer that may
reflect the increased amino acid transport that is characteristic for malignant
tumors.
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4.2 INTRODUCTION

Interest in metabolic imaging of tumors is growing. The most prominent
example is the increasing application of F-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose (FDG)18

and PET imaging. Increased anaerobic glycolysis, present in nearly all cancer
cells, is the target for uptake of FDG (1). Another interesting target for
metabolic tumor imaging is the increased protein metabolism in the generally
rapidly proliferating cancer cells (2,3). Cellular protein metabolism begins with
the transmembrane transport of amino acids, followed by entry in an
intracellular amino acid pool and finally entry into protein synthesis. These
processes can be visualized using radiolabeled amino acids. Although
radiolabeled amino acids that enter protein synthesis (e.g. L-1-[ C]-Tyrosine)11

are theoretically a better marker of protein metabolism, studies employing
amino acids that are only transported into the cell and hardly enter protein
synthesis (e.g. L-1-[ C]methionine) have provided similar clinical results (4-9).11

There are many different amino acid transport mechanisms each with
their own specificity and relative contribution. The most important amino acid
transport systems are system A, system ASC and system L (10-13) (Table 1).
Although many more systems have been described in a large variety of cell
types, these three systems are presumably present in all cells, both normal
cells and tumor cells (11-14). Using specific blocking agents such as methyl-
amino-isobutyric acid (MeAIB) for system A, and 2-aminobicyclo-[2,2,1]-
heptane-2-carboxylic acid (BCH) for system L in sodium containing and
sodium free media, determination of the relative contribution of the individual
systems is possible (Table 1). This method has been described by Shotwell
and is frequently used to study amino acid transport (12).

L-3-[ I]iodo-alpha-methyl-tyrosine (IMT) is an artificial amino acid,123

derived from the natural amino acid tyrosine. IMT is successfully applied in
brain tumor imaging, but recent studies have demonstrated that also tumors
outside the brain, can successfully be imaged with this agent. IMT SPECT is
under evaluation for tumor staging, tumor grading and therapy evaluation in
various tumors (15-18). It has been demonstrated that IMT does not enter
protein synthesis and that uptake in brain tumors is indeed a measure of
amino acid transport activity (19-21). This means that the Iodine label and the
methyl group, the two additions that constitute the difference with tyrosine, do
not affect affinity for amino acid transporters in the blood-brain barrier.
Whether this also holds true in tumors not derived from brain tissue is not
known.

Since it is crucial for interpretation of clinical studies to know what
processes determine tracer uptake, we undertook the current study to unravel
the mechanism of uptake of IMT in tumor cells other than brain tumor cells. To
eliminate contributions of tumor tissue heterogeneity, tumor perfusion and to
facilitate the use of specific transport blockers, we performed our studies in a
tumor cell line. IMT is derived from TYR, modifications include the Iodine label
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and a methyl group. To analyze the effect of these modifications, IMT findings
were compared with L-1-[ C]-tyrosine (TYR). Therefore, the aim of this study14

was to (1) determine to what extent cellular uptake of IMT is mediated by
amino acid transport activity, (2) which transport systems are involved and (3)
how the behaviour of IMT compares with the native amino acid C-tyrosine14

(TYR). For this purpose, a method modified from Shotwell et al. to characterize
amino acid transport systems was applied in the human small-cell lung cancer
cell line GLC4 (12). 

Table 1. Simplified overview of ubiquitous neutral amino acid transport systems.

System Amino acid affinity Properties Inhibitor

A short, polar side chains sodium dependent MeAIB*
e.g. alanine energy dependent

ASC e.g. serine, cysteine sodium dependent -

L branched chain, aromatic sodium independent BCH�

e.g. phenylalanine, leucine

----------------
* MeAIB = α-(methylamino)-isobutyric acid. 
 BCH = 2-aminobicyclo-[2.2.1]-heptane-2-carboxylic acid. �

4.3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
Synthesis of [ I]-IMT was carried out as described by Krummeich et al.125

(22). Briefly, Iodo-gen  iodination with Na I (Amersham Cygne, Eindhoven,TM 125

the Netherlands) of the precursor L-alpha-methyl-tyrosine was performed in a
borate buffer. IMT was purified by elution with saline containing 5% ethanol
over a C-18 SepPak® cartridge (Waters, Milford, MA, USA) preconditioned
with 100% ethanol followed by saline containing 5% ethanol. After filtration
through a sterile 0.22 um Millex GV filter (Millipore®, Sa, Molsheim, France)
a colorless ready-to-inject solution was obtained. Samples were demonstrated
to be sterile and pyrogen-free. Quality control was performed by HPLC on a
RP-18 column (Multosorb 100 4.6) using H O/Ethanol/Acetic-acid 87.5/10/2.52
v/v/v %. The resulting solution was diluted with the relevant buffer (see below)
to ~2 MBq/ml. Radiochemical purity was over 99% in all cases, specific activity
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of the solution used for experiments ~300 Ci/mmol. Radiochemical yield was
50 - 65%.

TYR was purchased commercially (DuPont NEN, Boston, MA, USA) and
diluted with the relevant buffer to 0.12 MBq/ml. Specific activity of the solution
used for experiments was ~50 mCi/mmol.  

MeAIB, BCH and cholinebicarbonate were purchased from Sigma (Sigma
Chemical Company, Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands). Sodium free and sodium
containing buffers were used as described by Shotwell et al. (12): the sodium
containing buffer was derived from a standard phosphate-buffered saline
(PBS) solution (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10.6 mM Na HPO , 1.5 mM2 4
KH PO ; pH=7.4). In the sodium-free buffer (the PBC buffer) equimolar2 4
amounts of choline chloride replaced NaCl, and choline phosphate replaced
sodium phosphate.  Choline phosphate was obtained by boiling a mixture of
choline bicarbonate (45% solution) and a 85% phosphoric acid solution until
all CO  was eliminated. To both buffers GMC (5.6 mM D-glucose, 0.49 mM2
MgCl  and 0.68 mM CaCl  ) was added. The pH of the resulting PBS-GMC and2 2
PBC-GMC buffers was adjusted to 7.4 with sodium- or potassium-hydroxide.

Not radioactive (�cold�) IMT was produced by upscaling a method similar
to the radiosynthesis but using non-radioactive sodiumiodide. The resulting
product was verified using H-NMR spectroscopy to be identical to pure IMT.1

Cell culture method. 
Experiments were performed with GLC4 cells, a cell line derived from small-
cell lung carcinoma (23). Cells were maintained in 75 cm  culture flasks2

containing 20 ml RPMI-1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum
(FCS) (both obtained from Life Technologies, Breda, the Netherlands). RPMI-
1640 medium contains tyrosine in a concentration of 20 mg/l (110µmol/l),
leucine 50 mg/l, tryptophan 5 mg/l, arginine 240 mg/l and all other essential
amino acids in concentrations between 5 and 50 mg/l. Cells were grown in a
humidified atmosphere of  37° C containing 5% CO . Cell doubling time for2
GLC4 cells in log phase was 14 hr. Cells were routinely subcultured every 3-4
days. To obtain log-phase cultures, cells were diluted 1:1 one day or 1:5 two
days before an experiment. Typically, cells had grown to a concentration of 1
x10  cells/ml when used for experiments.6

The cellular volume of GLC4 cells was calculated from cell area
measurements performed on vital cells in a hemocytometer. Area
measurements were performed in three different cultures using Olympus DP-
Soft software on computer images imported from an Olympus DP-10 camera.
In each culture 100 cells were measured. The calculated mean cellular volume
of GLC4 cells was 0.92 ± 0.06 x 10  ml.-9

Cells were harvested by centrifugation (180 g) and resuspended in RPMI-
1640 without FCS or in the required buffer (either PBS-GMC or the sodium
free analogue PBC-GMC). Viable cell number was assessed by the trypan
blue dye exclusion technique. Experiments were performed when cell viability
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was >90%. Cell suspensions were dispensed in 15 ml polystyrene tubes at 2
ml per tube, tubes were placed in a waterbath at 37° C and cells were
incubated for 30 min to allow for depletion of the internal amino acid pools.
Then individual uptake experiments were started by addition of 50 µL of the
solution containing the radiolabeled tracer. Cells were resuspended by gentle
shaking every 10 min during all experiments. 

Determination of intracellular tracer uptake. 
At the conclusion of the uptake period tubes were quickly placed in ice, diluted
with 5 ml ice-cold PBS-GMC or PBC-GMC buffer to stop all active cell
functions and centrifuged at 4° C for 5 min (180 g). After removal of the
residual buffer, cells were washed once with the same ice-cold buffer and
centrifuged again. The resulting cell pellet was lyzed with 2 ml water, vortexed,
and counted in a calibrated gamma-well counter (Compugamma, LKB Wallac,
Finland) for I (IMT) measurements. For ( C) TYR experiments, the cell pellet125 14

was lyzed, mixed with 4 ml water and counted in a calibrated liquid scintillation
counter (Compugamma, LKB, Wallac, Finland) after addition of 4 ml of
Packard Ultima Gold XR liquid scintillation fluid (Packard Chemical Operations,
Groningen, the Netherlands). It was determined that one washing step reduced
the error of inperfect separation of supernatant and pellet to less than 1%.
Further washing would be more time consuming which might results in tracer
diffusion. In all cases a known dilution of the radioactive stock solution was
simultaneously counted. 

All uptake measurements were expressed as percentage of the
radioactive dose per 1 x 10  cells and were corrected for aspecific uptake (see6

below). In addition, an accumulation ratio was defined as the ratio between
intracellular vs extracellular tracer concentration and was calculated using cell
and media volumes. Individual experiments were carried out in duplicate or
triplicate. The resulting uptake figures represent the mean of 3-5 experiments
± standard error of the mean (SEM). To correct for inter-experiment variations,
results are expressed relative to baseline conditions or to maximal uptake
levels.

Effect of amino acid depletion and aspecific uptake. 
To study the effect of amino acid depletion on subsequent tracer uptake in the
PBS-GMC buffer, cells were both pre-incubated in the PBS-GMC buffer (the
�poor� medium) and in RPMI-1640 medium (the �rich� medium). After 30 min,
50 µL of the radiolabeled tracer solution was added and after 5 min (TYR) and
30 min (IMT) cellular uptake was determined. In this way, the observed tracer
uptake is the summed result of adaptation of cells to low amino acid
concentrations and the low concentrations itself.

To determine aspecific cell bound radioactivity, cell suspensions both in
PBS-GMC medium and in RPMI-1640 were placed in ice for 30 min (this stops
all active cellular processes except diffusion) and then incubated with both
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tracers. The thus determined uptake is determined by diffusion and passive
membrane adhesion only which was considered aspecific uptake.

Both in the PBS-GMC buffer and in the sodium free PBC-GMC buffer, cell
viability was checked regularly using the trypan blue dye exclusion method and
typically remained > 80% for 1-2 hr.

Time course of tracer uptake. 
After the standard 30 min amino acid depletion period, incubations times
ranging from 30 sec to 60 min were used in PBS-GMC medium using both
tracers. Cellular uptake was then determined as described above.

Blocking and competition experiments. 
To determine the adequate blocking concentration, various concentration of
blocking agents (for system A: MeAIB, for system L: BCH) or competitor (cold
IMT) were used: tubes were prefilled with 1 ml of the buffer solution containing
the relevant blocking/competition agent in a concentration to produce the
desired final concentration after addition of the cell suspension. For MeAIB,
concentrations from 0 - 100 mM, for BCH 0 - 20 mM and for IMT 0 - 1000 µM
were tested. After dispensing 2 ml of cell suspension to the tubes and the 30
min depletion period, tracer incubations were performed and cellular uptake
determined as described above.

Characterization of transport systems using Shotwell�s method (12).
Cells were incubated in PBS-GMC with and without MeAIB and in sodium

free PBC-GMC with and without BCH. First total uptake in the PBS-GMC buffer
is determined, comprising sodium dependent and sodium-independent uptake.
Then uptake in the sodium free choline buffer (PBC-GMC) is determined,
indicating sodium independent uptake. Subtracting sodium-independent
uptake from total uptake in the PBS-GMC buffer results in the net sodium-
dependent uptake. That part of the net sodium dependent uptake, inhibitable
by MeAIB is designated as system A transport, the remaining sodium
dependent uptake is attributed to system ASC. That part of the sodium-
independent uptake inhibitable by BCH is defined as system L transport, the
remaining uptake as non-saturable uptake or passive diffusion.

pH dependent tracer uptake. 
All experiments were carried out at pH 7.4. To study the effect of lowering pH,
uptake experiments were repeated for both tracers at pH 7.0, pH 6.5 and pH
5.9 by adding HCl. Transport characterizations were performed at pH 5.9. 
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4.4 RESULTS

Effect of amino acid depletion and aspecific uptake.
Incubation in the PBS-GMC medium resulted in a dramatically increased
uptake of IMT and TYR as compared to the RPMI 1640 culture medium
(Figure 1). Aspecific binding in the PBS-GMC buffer, determined at 4° C, was
13.0±5.6% for IMT and 25.3±5.8% for TYR. In RPMI medium, however, these
figures were 56% and 72% for IMT and TYR respectively. Given the higher
uptake in the poor medium, the total amount of aspecific uptake was therefore
not dependent on the medium (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Uptake of IMT and TYR in GLC4 cells in rich (RPMI-1640) and
poor medium (PBS-GMC buffer) . Uptake in poor medium depicted
relative to rich medium. Horizontal line through bars show aspecific
uptake. Error bars show SEM.
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Time-course of tracer uptake
IMT uptake appeared to be very rapid, reaching a plateau within 5 min

and remained stable for at least 1 hr (Figure 2A). Longer incubation periods
were not used to avoid deterioration of cell viability in these buffers.
Apparently, cellular uptake of IMT is very quick but also efflux is rapid,
resulting in a very fast equilibrium. The uptake of TYR followed a completely
different pattern: an almost linearly rising accumulation curve. No plateau was
reached during >1 hr, presumably because TYR enters protein synthesis in
these amino acid deprived cells. Both tracers were avidly concentrated
intracellularly, as evidenced by high accumulation factors. (Figure 2B).

Further characterizations of amino acid transport systems were carried
out using a 5 min tracer incubation period for TYR because at that time uptake
is still rising with a constant slope and therefore still largely represents
transport processes, although protein synthesis probably also contributes.
Although incubation times of 1-2 min better represent transport system activity,
such short times are less reliable with our model of tumor cells in suspension,
because centrifugation based separation of cells from medium lasts relatively
long. Therefore, IMT transport system characterization experiments were
performed at steady state level, 30 min after tracer addition.

 A

Figure 2. Time course of tracer uptake for IMT and TYR (± SEM) in GLC4
cells. (A) Absolute uptake (B) Accumulation factor (intra/extracellular
concentration).
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Figure 3. (A) IMT and TYR
uptake (± SEM) in GLC4 cells
versus MeAIB concentration
(system A block) in PBS-GMC
buffer and 

(B) versus BCH concentration
(system A block) in the sodium
free PBC-GMC buffer.

Blocking experiments
To determine the MeAIB concentration required to block amino acid

transport system A in GLC4 cells, we determined steady state IMT uptake at
various MeAIB concentrations in the sodium containing buffer. IMT uptake was
maximally inhibited by 10-20 mM MeAIB at a level of ~65% baseline uptake.
For definitive blocking experiments 20 mM was used (Figure 3A).

The BCH concentration required to block amino acid transport system L
in GLC4 cells (determined in the absence of sodium (PBC-GMC buffer))
appeared to be higher for TYR than for IMT, indicating different affinity for
system L of both tracers. However, at 20 mM BCH uptake of both tracers was
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similarly and (nearly) completely depressed and this concentration was further
used (Figure 3B). In the sodium containing (PBS-GMC) buffer, 20 mM BCH
resulted in >80% uptake inhibition.

Uptake measurements as a function of substrate concentration (after
addition of increasing amounts of non-radioactive IMT) gave a S-shaped
curve, with uptake severly declining when IMT concentration was > 100 umol/l
(Figure 4), which is higher than the plasma level of tyrosine (around 50 umol/l).

Figure 4. Steady state IMT uptake (± SEM) in GLC4 cells in response to
increasing concentrations of unlabeled IMT. 

Characterization of transport systems
Mean steady state IMT uptake in the sodium containing medium was 1.25

± 0.38 %dose / 10  cells versus 0.67 ± 0.10% in medium devoid of sodium.6

MeAIB inhibition resulted in IMT uptake of 0.92 ± 0.28% and BCH inhibition (in
sodium-free medium) in 0.10 ± 0.09%dose/10  cells. Similarly, TYR uptake at6

5 min was 1.01 ± 0.35 (sodium), 1.03 ± 0.36(sodium free), 0.62 ± 0.14 (MeAIB
inhibition), 0.12 ± 0.03 (BCH inhibition) %dose/10  cells, respectively. 6

Analyzing these data according to Shotwell�s characterization method
(described above), both cellular uptake of IMT and TYR appeared for >90%
to result from amino acid transport activity of which roughly 50% can be
attributed to system L. The contributions of individual transport systems are
depicted in Figure 5. Passive diffusion (non-saturable uptake) was around 10%
for both tracers. Differences between the two tracers exist in their affinity for
system A and ASC transport, the first system being more involved in IMT
uptake and the latter more in TYR uptake (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Individual contributions of the most important amino acid
transport systems (A, ASC and L) in the uptake of IMT and TYR in GLC4
cells, based on steady state experiments.

pH dependent uptake
Lowering pH from 7.4 to 5.9 resulted in a nearly two-fold increase in IMT

uptake, but interestingly in a significant decrease in TYR uptake (Figure 6A).
Subsequent characterization of the involved transport systems for IMT (Figures
6B) indicate that system L uptake activity is relatively unaffected, whereas
system ASC  now transports more IMT into the cell. For TYR the relative
contribution of all systems is largely unchanged in acid conditions (Figure 6C).

4.5 DISCUSSION

This study indicates that almost the entire uptake of the artificial amino
acid IMT into GLC4 tumor cells can be attributed to amino acid transport
system activity. Only a minor part (<10%) is the result of passive diffusion.
Based on steady state uptake experiments, it appears that the L amino acid
transport system dominates the uptake of IMT and TYR, although systems A
and ASC also contribute. Amino acid transport activity is an important factor
in protein metabolism, and is generally enhanced in all malignant tumors
(2,24). Although obtained in vitro, these observations support the
argument that in vivo IMT tumor uptake is also related to amino acid transport.
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Figure 6. (A) Uptake of
IMT and TYR in acid
medium, depicted relative
to uptake in physiological
pH (7.4) conditions. 

Contribution of individual
amino acid transport
systems in medium with
physiological (pH 7.4) and
acid conditions (pH=5.9)
regarding the uptake of 

(B) IMT and 

(C) TYR.
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The strong increase in both TYR and IMT uptake after pre-incubation in
a  medium devoid of amino acids illustrates the dramatic effect of cellular
starvation. This effect is well known and, although artificial, the preincubation
method is generally used to study amino acid uptake (25-27). Especially
system A is very sensitive to this starvation induced enhancement (26). Other
studies have demonstrated that this increase is presumably caused by
upregulation of membrane carriers, since the increase could completely be
blocked after inhibition of protein synthesis (using cycloheximide)(26). While
total uptake clearly increased in poor medium, aspecific uptake (radioactivity
�sticking� to cell surfaces) was largely unchanged (Figure 1). This means that
aspecific uptake is indeed only dependent on the number of cells and not on
metabolic activity.

While the effect of amino acid depletion was identical for IMT and TYR,
the time course of tracer uptake showed distinct differences. IMT was very
rapidly taken up in the cells, reaching a maximum within the first minutes after
which cellular concentrations did not change up to 1 hr. In contrast, TYR
uptake continued to rise during the 1 hr experiments. Most likely this difference
is caused by entry into protein synthesis of the native amino acid TYR,
whereas the artificial amino acid IMT does not. In both animal and clinical
studies, IMT is indeed shown to slowly washout (30% in 1 hr) of tumor tissue
without being metabolized or taken up into proteins (16,20). The fast onset of
the equilibrium phase, as found in this study and also observed with the similar
artificial amino acid O-2-[ F]fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine, suggests that cellular18

washout is also a very fast process (28). This suggests that IMT is substrate
for bidirectional transmembrane transport, which is a well-known property of
system L transport (13). 

The observed fast kinetics of IMT and TYR also represent a limitation of
this study. Ideally, uptake should be determined within 1-2 min after tracer
addition when uptake is still fully dominated by transport activity. However,
these very short incubation times are unpractical in our experimental setup
using cells in suspension, since handling of tubes, cooling to 4° C and
centrifugation relatively lasts long in comparison with the uptake period and
are therefore less reliable. For this reason IMT uptake was studied after
equilibration of influx and efflux. Therefore, our results may not be fully
representative of transport system activity only. However, BCH and MeAIB are
known to have a selective effect on influx in virtually every cell type studied.
Finding a lower steady state level after addition of these influx inhibitors is than
most likely caused by a change in influx, although effects on tracer efflux or
intracellular handling cannot be fully excluded.

With these limitations in mind, characterization of the involved transport
systems showed similarities and differences for both tracers. Both IMT and
TYR were similarly transported by system  L and both to the same extent
(roughly 50%), but differences were found in the affinity for systems A and
ASC. Compared with IMT, TYR had very low affinity for system A transport, but
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much higher affinity for system ASC. The most likely explanation is that the
methyl group and the iodine label of IMT (the two differences with TYR) cause
differences in electric charge distribution in the molecules which changes
affinity for the amino acid carriers. Our data are in general agreement with
Riemann et al., although the precise amount of system L contribution varies
(14,29). Those studies were performed in rat C6 glioma cells. Also recent
studies on O-2-[ F]fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine have found similar uptake inhibition18

by BCH and concluded that uptake of this tracer therefore is mainly mediated
through system L (28). Based on our experiments it is very likely that system
A and ASC also significantly contribute to the transport of IMT and TYR, in
agreement with studies in melanoma cells (30). Others studying uptake of all
essential amino acids have found comparable results as in the present study
(31). 

Another striking difference in the behavior of both tracers was found in the
reaction to acid medium: While IMT uptake almost doubled in acid medium,
TYR uptake halved. Characterization of the involved carriers in acid medium
showed only slight differences: IMT transport through system ASC was
relatively increased, whereas TYR transport throught this carrier was
somewhat decreased. Transport through system A showed the inverse pattern.
The increased uptake of IMT may be caused by acid induced changes in
electric charge distribution that increase affinity for the amino acid carrier
systems. This is in agreement with Shotwell et al. who also found a striking
increase in system L mediated uptake in acid medium (12). Why TYR uptake
did not react in the same way is not clear. The stress reaction of cells in acid
medium possibly includes deminished protein synthesis, which might decrease
the demand for amino acids. Although the precise mechanism is unclear, the
increased uptake of IMT in acid circumstances might contribute to increased
uptake in tumors in vivo also, since the pH especially in (hypoxic parts of)
tumors can be acidic (32). On the other hand these findings show pH as
another factor that influences tracer uptake in vivo, in addition to the
dependency of the amino acid supply.

In addition to the uptake inhibition by specific transport blockers, another
argument that IMT uptake is carrier mediated can be found in the S shape of
the curve relating uptake to substrate concentration (Figure 4). Apparently,
transport can be significantly saturated at substrate concentrations over 100
µmol/L, which is more than 100,000 times the used tracer concentration. We
used non-radioactive IMT for these competition experiments to have the purest
competition possible. It would appear logical that a same curve would have
been obtained when increased concentrations of tyrosine or phenylalanine
were used. Therefore, major competition in vivo is not expected, since plasma
tyrosine levels are in the order of 50 umol/l. This carrier saturation effect is
probably another reason for the low uptake in RPMI medium as compared to
poor medium (PBS-GMC) (Figure 1). 
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Although this study provides further insight into the uptake mechanism of
IMT in general, the kinetics of amino acids are very complex. Transport
systems A, ASC, and L seem to be ubiquitous but specificities and affinities for
individual carrier systems can differ among different cell types (11,13,26).
Another complicating factor is that amino acid uptake, especially through the
low-gradient system L is bidirectional and very much dependent on
concentrations and types of amino acids present inside the cell (this process
is called trans-stimulation)(11,13). Christensen, one of the experts and
pioneers in this field, and others have even suggested that the main
physiological function of system L might be outward transport, especially in
tumor cells (13). Therefore, the contribution of various transport systems
involved for a single amino acid, may also depend on these intracellular
concentrations of the amino acid itself and others. Additionally, the effects of
upregulation in response to starvation may be different for individual transport
systems (26). For example, the substantial contribution of system ASC to TYR
transport may be only detectable in cells previously depleted of amino acid
(33). This makes in vitro experiments dependent on the culture media. In
clinical studies one tries to compensate for this effect by studying patients in
a fasting condition (34). In addition, the growth phase of cells may severly
influence amino acid transport. Finally, one should realize that all
chacterization systems and models are only a simplification of the complex
truth. All these factors together limit comparison of individual studies.
Translation of these findings to the in vivo situation even further increases
complexity, because of additional factors as inhomogeneous tumor perfusion
and tracer clearance. 

4.6 CONCLUSION

Despite many complexities, it seems clear that IMT uptake in GLC4 lung
cancer tumor cells is almost completely the result of amino acid transport
activity. IMT largely follows the same uptake routes as the natural amino acid
TYR, from which it is derived.  Passive diffusion does not seem to be very
important. Both uptake of IMT and TYR is dominated by transport system L,
with minor contributions of systems ASC and A. Cellular IMT uptake therefore
is related to amino acid transport and protein metabolism, also in tumors not
derived from brain tissue. These processes are generally increased in
malignant tumors. This finding provides the backbone for the interpretation of
clinical studies.
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